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Finishing is designed for those who face life’s final and most strategic transition—one in which
God is moving them beyond the position into a time for unique and ultimate contribution.
Finishing provides ways to better recognize God’s shaping voice and discern the few things they
must do as they live out their days. Finishing doesn’t mean you’re finished. Some of your most
important days and work still lay ahead as God reveals all that He has entrusted to you over your
lifetime. Now it’s time to complete the race set before you, and leave a godly legacy that will last.
Finishing will help you consolidate important truths around the Finishing Transition. Begin to see
the potential of influence even without position. Discern what God has entrusted to you over your
lifetime. Learn how to relationally empower those God brings your way. Resist the idea of
retirement, empowering you finish your life well. Finishing can help you to finish well.



finishingcompleting the race set before youAs Introduced in the book Stuck!Terry B. Wallingw/
Robert GrantCopyright 2019 Terry WallingLeader Breakthru—Resourcing and coaching
breakthrough in the lives of risk-taking, Kingdom leaders.Unless otherwise noted, all biblical
quotations come from THE HOLY BIBLE, NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION®, NIV® Copyright
© 1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by Biblica, Inc.® Used by permission. All rights reserved
worldwide.Finishing does not mean finished.The Lord blessed the latter part of Job’s life more
than the former part.—Job 42:12contentsBefore WordsDedicationsOverview of FinishingPart
One: The Purpose1 In-BETWEEN—The What2 COUNTER-CULTURE—The How3
CONVERGENCE—The WhyPart Two: The Bridge4 STEPPING BACK—Phase One:
EntryRobert’s Reflection5 REARVIEW MIRROR—Phase Two: EvaluationRobert’s Reflection6 A
TIMELY WORD—Phase Three: AlignmentRobert’s Reflection7 DIFFERENT—Phase Four:
DirectionRobert’s Reflection8 RESOLVEPart Three: the applications9 MEN & WOMEN10
MINISTRY, MARKETPLACE & THE HOME11 FINISHING: Pre-Retirement12 FINISHING: Post-
RetirementPart Four: The helps13 FOUR POSTURES14 THREE CONSTRUCTSFive Words
ExerciseFive Circles ExerciseThirteen Ways—Concentric Circles Exercise15 THE VALUE OF
COACHINGThe Resonance Online ProcessThe IDEA Coaching PathwayNotesAppendixA.
Small Group GuideB. Coaching GuideC. Closure Paper TemplateD. Leader Breakthru’s
Development Pathwaybefore words: TerryI am in the end-game, but I am far from finished. I am
on the path to finishing. I could be at the same point in life as you.I am 66 at the writing of this
book.At age 56, God called me and my wife to launch the Leader Breakthru ministry.At age 45, I
served as Vice President of a mission agency in the U.S.At age 38, my wife Robin and I left the
pastorate and joined a mission agency and moved to Australia for five years.At age 28, I married
Robin, and became Senior Pastor of the local church I had grown up in.At age 18, I left home
and attended a Christian college to play baseball, and to get a college education with a focus on
Business Administration.At age 16, I was named Teen Commissioner of my home town’s
Recreation and Parks Commission—only the second teenager in the U.S. to hold such a
position.At age 13, my parents, my sister and I were part of a church plant. It was a unique
church, situated in a shopping center proclaiming that the church should be on mission. It was a
church ahead of its time.At age 7, my Dad landed a job in California as an aerospace engineer
and participated in the U.S. Space program which was focused on putting a man on the moon.
They did it.At age 4, my family moved from Louisville, Kentucky to Hartford, Connecticut so my
Dad could go to engineering school. The adventure for my folks began.On October 15, 1952, I
was born in Louisville, Kentucky.Seen in reverse, I see more clearly how God has been at work
shaping me. I now recognize the many deposits and entrustments that were placed into my life
through the people, events and circumstances I encountered. Some things in my life have gone
well, other moments have led to failure. Each moment has occurred with purpose. Some I
understand, some I have yet to understand, and some I will never understand this side of
heaven. Yet, I live under the banner of the Apostle Paul’s declaration that:“all things work
together for the good of those who love God, called according to His purpose (Romans



8:28).This current season brings with it a unique set of questions, but one thing is certain—those
who enter this time are not done. This next stage of development could prove to be the most
important of our lives—yielding some of our most important Kingdom contributions. The
Finishing Transition catapults Christ-followers into the third chapter of the journey with Christ and
into a time of Convergence.The concepts ahead are focused on helping people like you and me
to finish well and to hear the words: “well done thou good and faithful servant.”Here’s hoping you
will.Terry Walling2019before words: RobertEarly childhood memories of what I should expect
from life involved working hard, being successful and then retiring! Otto Von Bismark decided on
age 65 for retirement in 1880 because hardly anyone in Germany at that time lived to be 65! For
various reasons, the idea stuck and was carried into the 20th century as a normal anticipation for
the closing years of life. That’s what I was taught.But when I turned 65, I knew I was not done. I
am 77 at this writing.The cultural mandate said: ”Leave the playing field, go to the bench, pack
your things and leave the stadium. You are done. You’ve had a successful career, now go play,
you deserve it. Go away.” Associates looked past me to younger leaders to fill roles I knew I was
better equipped to fill.My years of education, experience and giftedness had converged and
pointed to the potential of my most significant contribution. These moments yielded some of the
most difficult twists and turns of my life. I had to face the reality that too much of my identity was
tied to my work and performance. An internal war raged on between the cultural norm of
“retiring” and my sense that my best service to others was yet to come.My Finishing Transition
proved to be the unique moment when God deepened my convictions about His call upon my
life and told me that I was not done until He said I was “done.” Being coached during this defining
moment was key to discovering God’s designs and purposes for life beyond the cultural
expectations, and it showed me how life could look beyond my own self-imposed
limitations.Terry Walling coached me through this time of swimming upstream. His patient
inquiry helped me gain new clarity about the future and the rich deposits that had been made by
the Spirit during my life and its many crucible moments. I needed an alongside guide and a voice
who could engage me where I was, and help me become clear about what God was doing. The
coaching helped me sort myself out on both a head and heart level. Terry was the right person at
the right time with the right gifts that gave me a quiet confidence and direction for the important
steps I needed to take into my future.In Finishing, I try to offer you a candid picture of my own
journey with both the hopes and questions that you may encounter should you find yourself in a
similar place. Sometimes seeing where you are by considering another person’s story can alert
you to the value and God’s forming work in your own circumstances.Be encouraged. Know that
others have been where you are, and were able to experience a new sense of purpose. I hope
that hearing of my story and its challenges can become a broken bread shared for nourishment
of those who find themselves in the Finishing Transition. My prayerful desire is that some of what
is shared here will contribute to a breakthrough in your own personal journey. If that can occur,
that will yield the warmth of my smile.Robert Grant2019thanks & dedicationsThanks to the
leaders who have gone before me and showed it was possible to finish well.In particular I



dedicate this to my mentor, Dr. J. Robert “Bobby” Clinton. For all I learned from his teaching, but
also for how he lived his message, and for how he passed on what God had given him to many
like me.—Terry WallingTo every pilgrim willing to step into uncharted territory to create a path for
others and to my wife, Sue, who has joined her faith with mine for 55 years of loving support as I
have pursued the upward call.—Robert Grantoverview of finishingWho is Finishing written for?
Finishing has been written for those whose bucket list is far from complete. It has been written
for those focused on what they will lay before the feet of their King when they arrive home. They
seek to have their life resound beyond their years.They are finishing. But they are not
finished.The word “retirement” is not in their vocabulary.Finishers do not want to retreat from
their engagement in or contribution to society. They are eager to develop new focused activity,
daily rhythms, habits of conduct, and vehicles for delivering meaning and help to others.
Finishers still yearn for lives of purposefulness and continued learning.1This book has two
audiences, each committed to finishing well.Pre-retirement—Those in their 60s who are
wondering what life will look like when they step away from active, full-time employment, and
how they will handle the changes ahead. Will they still have a work to do?Experiencing retirement
—Those who have crossed over the cultural threshold of 66+ and are often busier than they
were before they retired, and wondering what happened. They are seeking clarity and ways to
sort out the many needs and opportunities they now confront. What is the work God still has for
them to do?Both groups find themselves in the midst of a time of transition. They know they
cannot go back to how they used to live, but they are not sure how to navigate the days ahead.
The question for both is not “why?” but “how?”The Finishing Transition occurs for those in their
60s and 70s. It serves to catalyze the third and most important stage of one’s life and work. In
our early years we discover the work God has for each of us to do. In the middle years we seek
to do that work, whether at home, in the marketplace or in vocational ministry. In the third and
final strategic segment of life, time-tested Christ-followers find themselves navigating questions
of ultimate contribution and the cultural illusion of “retirement.” Ahead of these Christ-followers is
a series of choices that will mold their life and lifestyle in their final days. It is a call to finish
well.Sarah Lawerence-Lightfoot in her book, The Third Chapter states, “This transition—
sometimes abrupt and at other times protracted—is usually a time of fear, ambivalence, and
chaos, during which it is hard to articulate where you are heading, or how you will get there, and
life feels out of balance and unfocused.” This transition instigates change and
consolidation.Ralph Nader, activist of the 70s made the observation that, “A generational stirring
is rumbling among those who grew up in the 50s and 60s when America was number one in just
about everything and who now find their land in deep trouble on almost all fronts. With their
children raised and some financial security achieved, more of them are looking outward to help
solve the country’s problems.”2The desire of Christ for each of our lives remains clear, “I have
come that they may have life, and have it to the full” (John 10:10). Life to the fullest has little to do
with stage of life, possessions, or title. God’s sovereign deposits into our lives are designed to be
entrusted to others.Getting the Most out of FinishingThis book is sourced in the forty years of



lifelong, personal development research from Dr. J. Robert Clinton, a former Professor at Fuller
Seminary and author of The Making of a Leader and in the thirty-plus years of personal
development coaching by myself (Dr. Terry Walling), the President of Leader Breakthru. I first
authored the book Stuck! Navigating the Transitions of Life & Leadership which introduces the
Finishing Transition. This book seeks to provide a more full definition of that
transition.Leadership Emergence Patterns, researched and developed by Dr. Clinton, is the
study of how God shapes the lives of His followers for influence over their lifetimes. Transition
moments play a big part of that shaping work. Staying the course during a time of transition is no
easy feat. Transitions often challenge a believer’s trust, driving them into deeper times of
intimacy with Christ, and are often more about perseverance than immediate insight.Here are
three ways to read Finishing, and how you can best use this book to help you run your race in
the midst of this time of transition.First, read Finishing as an overall interpretive guide.Though
your time of transition will feel unique and personal to you, use these concepts as a guide and
map—helping to provide language, definition, labels and landmarks. Not everything that you are
facing in your time of transition will be the same as what you read about, but the words
contained often provide reassurance and hope. It helps to know that you are not alone in what
you are experiencing. The more common the path the better the ability to navigate this new
landscape.Second, utilize Finishing as an interactive tool designed to be read and explored with
others.We do not get to clarity alone. Walking with others through these insights helps give us
courage to not abandon the work God is doing. Many who have benefited from the concepts
within have done so with the help of a friend, a coach or a small group who are encountering the
same challenges. Going together, in the context of community, helps you get all you can out of
this moment. There are coaching questions and a small group guide in the Appendices to help
you.Third, allow Finishing to be a compass as you seek to chart the days ahead.Don’t rush
through this time. Allow God time and space to work. Transitions can take time—from three
months to three years. Sometimes you will need to come back to this information and process
issues more fully. Similar to how Abraham was told to pack up and leave with no announced
destination, God is taking you to a new place, and it may take a while to get there. Some of these
insights will make sense right away and some will require time. Let as many impending
decisions, as possible, be held loosely until you have gained both the insight and assurance that
you have heard God’s shepherding voice.Every attempt to go to a new place can be benefited
by the help of a guide. Your navigational guides through the Finishing Transition are myself and
Robert Grant.I (Terry) coach, resource and provide training in the area of personal development
and coaching. I am passionate to come alongside and walk with risk-taking, Kingdom leaders. I
will be your main guide through the Finishing Transition as I coach a fellow traveler like yourself
(Robert Grant) through the often disappearing path of the Finishing Transition.Robert Grant is a
coach, Christian leader and one who pastors other leaders. Though it will be his Finishing
Transition we will work our way through, Robert too will serve as a guide as he offers you a look
inside his transition and his very real issues and challenges. The narrative of Robert’s transition



has been adapted to fit the format of the book but it references how the Finishing Transition
typically progresses. Robert shares his honest reactions to the transition, as it occurred, in the
narrative sections and through his journal entries.After the release of my book Stuck!, individuals
voiced a desire for greater help with each of the three transitions introduced in the book—
Awakening, Deciding and Finishing. Three books have now been written, one on each of the
three transitions. Finishing is the third and final book in this series on life transitions. Each book
is detailed on the Leader Breakthru website (leaderbreakthru.com) and can be purchased
online.Finishing is organized into four-parts:Part One provides a concise, clear description of
transitions, and specifically the Finishing Transition. Characteristics, core components, and
critical issues of the Finishing Transition will be explored. Chapter 1 focuses on “the what” of the
transition, Chapter 2 focuses on “the how” and Chapter 3 focuses on “the why.” Together, they
give an overview and some initial help for moving into this third chapter of our lives in Christ.Part
Two chronicles the actual Finishing Transition of Robert Grant. Together, Robert and I share a
summarized version of the coaching conversations that actually took place. His story is real and
the issues that are discussed are the actual ones we worked through. Robert also shares his
personal thoughts and feelings as he processed the raw emotions that surfaced as a result of
experiencing this in-between moment.Part Three provides interpretive helps. Chapter 9 speaks
to how the feeling of being set-aside or passed over is often the set-up for Convergence.
Chapter 10 speaks to the different ways that men and women experience the Finishing
Transition. Chapter 11 looks at the contextual factors that those in the marketplace and
vocational ministry feel as they work through issues. And Chapter 12 goes deeper in processing
the unique challenges of this transition for people in both pre- and post-retirement.Part Four
offers exercises and resources to help you process the Finishing Transition. Chapter 13 unpacks
three exercises that help identify what a Christ-follower has to offer in the end-game. Chapter 14
highlights different ways that those who have finished well contribute to others in the end game.
Chapter 15 introduces you to the Resonance Online Process from Leader Breakthru and how it
can help bring clarity and insights.PART ONEthe purposeIsn’t it funny how day by day nothing
changes, but when you look back everything is different.3—C.S. LewisHe is no fool who gives
what he cannot keep, to gain what he cannot lose.4—jim elliotWhat’s Ahead?The first chapters
of Finishing focus on God’s purposes during the third and most important transition of a Christ-
follower’s discipleship. The Finishing Transition ushers in a time of Convergence and the
discovery of one’s ultimate contribution. This strategic transition occurs somewhere in the early
60s to mid 70s.Chapters 1-3 offer key characteristics and insights related to aligning your
current experiences with how God is shaping your future work and influence as a committed
Christ-follower. Chapter 1 specifically seeks to offer descriptions and definition related to the
Finishing Transition. These topics will be unpacked throughout the book, but we offer you some
key insights up front to help you gain your bearings. Transitions are unique, defining moments in
the lives of all Christ-followers. They can also be destabilizing.The issues addressed in these
next chapters include:Defining transitions and specifically the nature of the Finishing



TransitionNorming the emotions related to what might be occurringHelping align your current
experience with how transitions occurIdentifying what’s critical to navigating the Finishing
TransitionDescribing the end-game and the experience of Convergence1in-betweenThe
whatThe terrible thing, the almost impossible thing, is to hand over your whole self—all your
wishes and precautions—to Christ.5—C.S. LewisDo not look for shortcuts to God. The market is
flooded with surefire, easygoing formulas for successful life that can be practiced in your spare
time. Do not fall for that stuff, even though crowds of people do. The way of life—to God—is
vigorous and requires total attention.—Matthew 7:13-14 (the Message)Transitions are like
eddies that occur within the flow of a river. Eddies form off to the side, often unnoticed, and are
powerful in their flow. They are spotted because of the funnel-type flow of the water—a whirlpool
that spins and disrupts the current, sweeping up anything in its path into its ongoing circular
motion. Eddies often occur behind a boulder wedged into the onrush of a river, near a tree log
that seems to be blocking the flow of the water, or in a deep-pool that hides under the depth of
the riverbed. The swirling motion is sometimes more turbulent and stronger than the rest of the
current. A piece of driftwood can get caught in that flow and circle for hours as it churns around
and around, over and over again. Over time the mass of material eventually works its way to the
outer rims of the swirl, and then is released from the control of the circular current and makes its
way back out and into the mainstream of the river. On it goes.All believers face these “off to the
side” moments throughout their journey. Some of these turning points are more strategic than
others. The Finishing Transition is a strategic turning point in the life of a Christ-follower that
moves them from where they are now, into a time of finishing well. God does some of His most
important work during these in-between, transition moments—depositing insights and values
that serve to guide one’s life and ministry. You have been here before.The Awakening Transition
occurs in the 20s-30s and focuses on issues of clarifying Calling. The Deciding Transition occurs
in the 40s-50s and seeks to define issues of Contribution. The Finishing Transition occurs in the
60s-70s and moves a Christ-follower into a time of Convergence. All transitions share some
common characteristics, regardless of when they occur. They are often signaled by times
of:RestlessnessProlonged confusionNew or re-surfacing self-doubtLack of motivationProlonged
inactivity or paralysisContinuing uncertaintyDiminished confidenceContinued lack of
clarityThere are unique characteristics that occur during the Finishing Transition,
including:Questions related to retirement and what is nextUncertainty related to living without
positionQuestions related to one’s purpose, focus and meaningful activityStruggles with being
set-aside or placed “on the bench”Problems with deciding on where to focus effortsChallenges
related to financial security vs. Kingdom focusSustained questions related to what one has to
offer others
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C. Lee, “Fantastic. Terry Walling is anointed to write curriculum and publish books. I got the book
yesterday, completed it and have ordered at least four copies for my coaches to read. This is a
fantastic work for the body of Christ! please make sure you read his others books as well Stuck,
Awakening, deciding and now Finishing....Thank you for a fantastic read.”

N.N., “One of the best guides for Leaders wanting to finish well.. Terry Walking has coached
thousands of leaders through different stages of development. The stage in this book is crucial
and I so appreciate Walling's insights and direction.”

The book by Terry Walling has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 17 people have provided feedback.
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